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We acknowledge the Traditional
Owners, The Larrakia people, on
whose land we meet, live and work.
We pay our respects to their elders
past, present and emerging.
We acknowledge Australia’s First
Nations were self-governing in
accordance with their traditional
laws and customs, and they never
ceded sovereignty of their lands,
seas and waters.
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Message from the Convenor
Deborah Hall
Everyone who’s worked with the Environment Centre of the
Northern Territory (ECNT) in the last financial year has taken
us closer to realising the bold Vision of ‘Thriving nature and a
sustainable future for all Territorians’. The ECNT works hard to
raise awareness of the impact of human action and inaction
and to encourage and support individuals, organisations and
governments to make choices that treat nature with respect;
to protect our environment and our quality of life.
My report to you is an opportunity to thank the people and
organisations who have contributed to ECNT in 2019-20, and
to encourage you to continue to play your part in realising the
Vision.
The ECNT is governed by a management committee of ten
members. In February this Committee led the process for
developing a five year Strategic Plan, Vision and Mission which
will focus ECNT’s energy on meeting the environmental
challenges facing the Territory. In addition to monthly
meetings members have participated in working groups
spanning topics from fundraising to employment and
community engagement. The expertise, diligence and energy
that they’ve contributed have helped ensure that ECNT’s
governance is a strong foundation for its work.
Three Committee members - Max Atkinson, Sue McKinnon
and Tom McCrie have decided not to re-nominate this year
and I would like to sincerely thank each of them for their part
in governing the ECNT and its achievements.
The ECNT is the grateful recipient of $100,000 per annum
from the Northern Territory Government. This money is for
policy advice and as the list of our submissions in this report
demonstrates, the ECNT delivers exceptional value for money.
Campaigns and projects run by the ECNT are funded by
generous donations from individual supporters, trusts and
philanthropic foundations. These enable the ECNT to
research, collaborate and speak out with authority and
independence on a wide range of environmental threats to,
and opportunities for, the Northern Territory; large and small
contributions, monthly donations by Territory Guardians and
one-off donations all add to ECNT’s ability to achieve its
purpose of protecting the environment.
The ECNT also relies on volunteers who lend their expertise to
write content for Turtle Times, alert ECNT to issues, run
events, archive records, staff workshops, and prepare policy
submissions. In many ways volunteers are part of the
‘backbone’ of our organisation, they also confirm the
important place the ECNT occupies in our community.

Strong working relationships with a growing number of
environmental and social justice Not for Profit
organisations add to ECNT’s reach and effectiveness;
one such example was the Climate Justice forums
that were organised with organisations including
Jesuit Social Services, NTCOSS, Arid Lands
Environment Centre, Protect Country Alliance and
Original Power. The forums attracted people from a
broad spread of environmental and social justice
organisations and remote communities.
The staff of ECNT work hard to achieve its ambitious
goals. Lou De Mattia’s ability to organise workshops
about low-carbon lifestyles wasn’t stopped when face
to face meetings weren’t possible because of COVID
19; she switched to an on-line platform and continued
to deliver the popular sessions. In amongst the special
circumstances of 2020 Monica Tan found a way to
campaign strongly for Repowering the Territory with
great results. Sharon Curran has continued her
meticulous book-keeping for the ECNT. Mick Brand
completed the Apartment Energy Efficiency project
assessments and report.
I would also like to acknowledge Shar Molloy’s critical
role as Director. She has ably led the ECNT, and her
campaign planning skills and financial acumen have
contributed hugely to ECNT’s reputation and strength.
In particular Shar’s ability to establish and maintain
relationships with Government, community and
industry stakeholders and major donors and trusts
has significantly increased ECNT’s capacity to run
credible, ground-breaking and effective campaigns
such as Repower.
While the ECNT has a lot to be proud of, it is no time
for complacency: The Territory’s economy is not
strong and the push to ‘develop the North’ and cut
‘tape’ continues unabated. It will take a dedicated
effort from all of us to build a community that
achieves the vision of ‘Thriving nature and a
sustainable future for all Territorians.'

Message from the Director
Shar Molloy

The last year has shown us all how connected we are, how quickly
things can change and also given us time to reflect on what is
important in our lives. The COVID-19 pandemic has wreaked havoc
across the world and luckily, so far, we have escaped the worst of
it here in the Northern Territory. During the lockdown time it was
telling that food seedlings ran out at Bunnings, verge gardens
appeared around Darwin, the skies were quiet, and we rallied as a
community to keep the most vulnerable of us safe. At the most
restrictive of lockdown conditions, access to fishing in family
groups and day visits to our local National Parks were maintained.
Our foreshore pathways were relished, and we suffered when our
local produce markets closed. Through these experiences we
realise more of what we value and with that we get to choose how
we recover our economy and what vision for the Northern Territory
we advocate.
As Territorians we are lucky to be able to connect with nature
daily. Our beaches, forests, seas, birdlife and animals give us joy
and meaning. The development and planning decisions made have
a real impact on the nature surrounding us. These may not be
visible immediately, unlike the effects of a lockdown, but over time
we notice the cumulative impact of these changes.
During the past year, the Environment Centre NT (ECNT) has
prioritised issues that have the greatest potential to impact the
lands, seas and biodiversity of the Northern Territory. Whilst doing
this we work to support regulatory reform that has the greatest
potential to protect the natural world for the long term. We have
lobbied hard to ensure the new Environment Protection Act is as
strong as it could be. Climate change is already affecting the
Northern Territory now and the Territory's most vulnerable
communities are feeling it the most. With Aboriginal, social service
and environmental organisations across the Territory, we are
prioritising collaborative work on climate justice. This work has
culminated in the creation of climate justice asks leading into the
NT election with an open letter signed by over 50 Northern
Territory organisations calling for a Climate Change Act. Another of
our priorities has been to show how the Northern Territory can
move away from an economy reliant on fossil fuels, including the
proposal for fracked gas. We can build an economy powered by
low emissions renewable energy. Building on the success of the
launch of the 10 Gigawatt Vision – 'How renewable energy can
power jobs and investment in the Northern Territory', we
implemented our Repower NT campaign to gain bipartisan support
for renewables in the NT.

We also recognise that it is imperative to engage
with issues at a local level and support solutions for
sustainable living in the tropics. Energy use, waste,
carbon footprint and local food challenges were our
focus. COOLmob projects during the year engaged
a broad spectrum of the community with the
sustainable apartments program, the schools waste
education program and our cool communities’
program. The Community’s move to online
gatherings gave us the opportunity to provide
virtual education. DIY beeswax wrap workshops,
advice on local plant growing including wicking
beds and compost and how to support sustainable
fashion, were some of our offerings.
We also supported the ‘Save East Point’ campaign
and with Friends of East Point and other local
community groups to halt unsuitable development.
With our limited resources, it is vital that we work
collaboratively to create effective campaigns. We
acknowledge the success of the Keep Top End
Coasts Healthy and Gamba Grass Roots alliances,
of which we are part.
Our vision to create ‘thriving nature and a
sustainable future for all Territorians’ is not possible
without our volunteers, members and supporters. I
especially want to acknowledge our ECNT
Management Committee who contribute their time
and expertise consistently throughout the year. We
have had wonderful contributions to our policy
work from experienced volunteers and a great
fundraising team offering experiences to connect,
appreciate and learn more about NT nature. Thank
you to all our donors, small and large. You help us
keep the doors open and enable us to deliver
effective campaigns.
The year ahead holds many challenges and
opportunities to build a sustainable future-proof
economic recovery. One that supports a
biologically and climate resilient world for now and
future generations and we can’t do it without you.

About us
The Environment Centre NT (ECNT) is the peak community sector environment
organisation in the Northern Territory. We have been working hard to protect the
Territory environment since 1983.
ECNT is lobbying for a strong Climate Policy for the Territory, including a net zero
emissions target by 2050 and a ban on shale gas fracking. Our vision is for a
sustainable future for the Territory built on clean, low risk renewable technology.
ECNT advocates for protection of the unique Territory landscapes and biodiversity.
This includes through strong environmental legislation, including stronger laws for
land clearing and mining rehabilitation. ECNT works closely with local community
groups Climate Action Darwin, Waste Free NT and COOLmob. We are helping to
foster sustainable communities by supporting and empowering the community
members to take action.

Vision

Mission

Thriving nature and a
sustainable future
for all Territorians

To inspire, support
and take action that
protects the
environment

Goals

The Northern Territory
is a national leader in
climate action, with
principles of climate
justice for all
Territorians embedded
in our response to the
threat of climate
change

The Northern Territory
has strong, transparent
environmental law,
policy and practice

People everywhere
are speaking up and
acting for the Northern
Territory Environment

Year at a glance
August 2019
Repower NT campaign initial planning
Since the successful launch of the 10
Gigawatt Vision received amazing
attention from government and industry,
ECNT held a stakeholder campaign
meeting to create a campaign to
implement the recommendations of the
Vision and build a movement for a clean
energy economy.

September 2019
School strike for climate
On Friday 20 September, school students,
workers and families walked out of our schools,
workplaces and homes to tell our politicians to
take us seriously and start treating climate
change for what it is: a crisis and the biggest
threat to present generations and generations to
come.
COOLmob began delivering the Waste Education
Program.

October 2019

November 2019

The making of an NT Climate Justice
Alliance
ECNT helped organise and participated in
the first NT Climate Summit in Darwin with
ECNT committing to ongoing participation in
an NT Climate Justice Working Group.

Repower NT Manager
ECNT hired the Repower NT manager and campaign
planning began. This was a lengthy process, with
targeted stakeholders identified and strategy put into
place.
COOLmob launched the Sustainable Apartments
Program.

Dec 2019

City of Darwin Climate Change Emergency
ECNT attended the City of Darwin Climate Change Emergency Roundtable event held for businesses,
individuals, students, NT Government staff, Council staff, and community organisations. The day had
keynote speakers talking on risks of inaction, speakers from other Council's and how they are
implementing their climate emergency strategies and half a day of break out sessions to brainstorm on
different possible next steps for the Council.
Image: Climate Strike March 2020

Our year at a glance

Image: NT News front page, Jan 16, 2020

Jan 2020

Bushfire response
Repower NT Champion training
We had a heartbreaking start to the year with
unprecedented fires tearing through our country and a
pitiful response and lack of leadership from our Prime
Minister and his Government, as they continue to discredit
the link between these fires and climate change. NT News
ran a full front page declaring that the bushfire crisis means
that it’s time for action on climate change. This is the first
Murdoch-owned paper to take such a visible stance. It’s a
major opportunity. We need to make the most of this
moment.
Monica began her Repower NT Champion Program.
Volunteers underwent a 45-minute training and induction
session on how to talk about renewable energy in the NT.

Feb 2020
Johnston by-election
Repower NT led an election scorecard letterbox drop with
Protect Country Alliance. The aim was for every resident in
Johnston to receive a copy, so they can make an informed
decision on a renewables-powered NT when they headed to
the ballot box.
Climate Crisis: National Day of Action
1 min silence and rally held in Parap demanding government
action and investment on a scale to match the current
climate crisis.

Apr 2020
Covid-19 response
We responded to this new world and
created on-line opportunities for
campaigning, education and engagement.
We advocated for benefits to nature to
be considered in stimulus and recovery
programs, including calling for the support
of solar installations in stimulus packages.
We have been providing information on
the new battery subsidies and central
battery announcement.

May 2020
Launched our online program
COOLmob and ECNT launched the online education
program, with the first month of events outlined below.

Jun 2020
Repower NT amps up
Save East Point win!
Community power is demonstrated through
the Save East Point campaign, achieving
direct action with Throb today announcing
they will source an alternate and more
appropriate venue.
As we head into peak election season,
Repower NT were at market stalls on the
weekends and pressuring the different parties
to strengthen renewables polices.
Covid-19 restrictions eased for NT.

Repower NT
"This vision was enthusiastically embraced by the Labor
Government, as evident by how much of the report was
incorporated into government policy. With an election
looming, the next step was locking in bipartisan support for
renewables in the NT."

Image: Solar farm in the Red Centre

Repower NT
At the end of 2019 we brought on board
campaign manager Monica Tan who quickly
had Repower NT up-and-running.
This compelling campaign had all the right
ingredients: credible policy ideas, backed
by the 10 Gigawatt Vision, inspiring
comms and a high-reach ad campaign,
and targeted meetings with powerbrokers
from across the political spectrum.
In contrast to a conventional environmental
campaign, Repower NT used a jobs and
economic framework to campaign for
renewable energy. It was designed to appeal
to Australians who sit in the centre and right
side of the political spectrum.
We worked hard to build up the capacity of
Territorians, the political parties, our allies,
and special interest groups in the Territory
to better understand renewable energy, its
benefits and its potential to create jobs and
boost the NT economy.

Image: Monica Tan,
Repower NT Manager

We gave over 30 presentation to different
special interest groups, the Repower NT
email list grew to 1,145 supporters, and our
Facebook page grew to over 5,000
followers.
We are particularly proud of our campaign
videos, which attracted more than 40,000
views on Facebook, and were made by our
volunteer Nicholas Goldhurst. This Solar
Stories from the Territory series featured
large-scale solar entrepreneurs, familyowned local solar installers, solar leaders
from leading technology companies, wellrespected community leaders advocating
for solar, and a Warumungu language version
of our campaign ad, translated and narrated
by Mr Jones of Tennant Creek.
What did all of these people share? They're
all Territorians driving solar.
A special effort was made by our campaign
to reach out to communities in regional and
remote NT.

We conducted over 20 meetings
and presentations with members
of parliament, political
candidates, local councillors, and
local members of the business
and community sectors,
including Traditional Owners, in
the rural and semi-rural
Territorian communities of: Berry
Springs, Batchelor, Coolalinga,
Katherine Marlinja near Elliot,
Tennant Creek and Alice Springs.
Image: Repower NT Renewable Road Show, Alice Springs

Image: Repower NT facebook post and blog article

Image: Repower NT Solar Stories videos

For the first time ever in an NT election,
we secured across-the-board, cross-party
support for renewable energy.
All parties
committed to or
showed support
for:
Image: Repower NT signs at house

50% renewable energy target by 2030
the home and business battery scheme
investigating an "electricity superhighway” or highvoltage direct cables connecting NT’s grids to other
parts of the country, if not the world

Repower NT
26,000
campaign
flyers posted to
households in
key seats

3 print ads (full
page ads in the
NT News,
Katherine Times
and Tennant
District Times)

2 months of
banners in key
Darwin
locations

1 one week TV
ad run on
Channel 7,
Aboriginal TV,
Territory FM,
Larrkaria radio

2 months of
bus ads on key
Darwin
transport
routes

6 month digital
ad campaign

We ran a high-visibility voter outreach campaign that
included:
campaign flyers posted to 26,000 households in
key seats
two months of banners in key Darwin locations
two months of bus ads on key Darwin transport
routes
print ads (full page ads in the NT News, Katherine
Times and Tennant District Times)
one week TV ad run on Channel 7 one week TV ad
run on Aboriginal TV one week radio ad run on
Territory FM
one week radio ad run on Larrkaria radio
an extensive six month digital ad campaign
twice weekly market stalls in 10 locations for
three months
We consistently featured in Territorian media and
saw many Territorian influencers and political figures
communicate our message through traditional and
social media, with Repower NT Manager Monica Tan a
frequent radio and television guest on ABC Darwin,
ABC Alice Springs and ABC News.

The final result?
For the first time ever in an NT election, we
secured across-the-board, cross-party support
for renewable energy. All parties committed to
or showed support for: a 50% renewable energy
target by 2030 the home and business battery
scheme investigating an "electricity
superhighway” or high-voltage direct cables
connecting NT’s grids to other parts of the
country, if not the world And each of the main
parties released a policy that demonstrated an
acute understanding of the work that
And each of the main parties released a policy
that demonstrated an acute understanding of
the work that has to be done to increase the
amount of renewable energy in our grids, and
that the Northern Territory’s immense solar
resource is the region's competitive advantage
and can attract new industries to the NT such as
manufacturing and minerals processing, as well
as directly export clean energy to the world.
A big thank you to our early donors who helped
fund our research into the 10 Gigawatt Vision,
the donors who supported the campaign and
the many Territorians who gave their time and
spoke to their local candidates about renewable
energy in this election. We hope you are as
pleased with the campaign outcomes as we are.
In this next term of government, it is vital that
the community and the independent and
opposition members of parliament keep Labor’s
nose to the grindstone when it comes to
delivering on their renewable energy promises.
Image: Repower NT petitition card for NT Government

NT Election August 2020
The Environment Centre NT produced an independent scorecard assessing the policies of the major
parties ahead of the Northern Territory 2020 election.
Major parties responded to our detailed survey providing answers to our key policy asks. Our scorecard
was a snapshot of key environmental policies. We encourage you to read the survey responses from each
of the parties on our website. Election asks covered the following issues:

Action on Climate Change

Ban Fracking

Protecting water, our most
precious resource

Protect our coasts

A just and clean economic recovery
for a more sustainable future

Caring for Country

Strengthening our environmental
and mining laws

Healthy, safe and liveable housing
in an increasingly extreme climate

Build and Recover for
Energy Efficiency

Stop the spread
of gamba grass

Our scorecard is simply a snapshot of key environmental policies. We made responses to the survey for
each Party available on our website.

Climate Justice Alliance
In March 2020, NT Council of Social Services, Arid Lands
Environment Centre, Environment Centre NT, Jesuit Social
Services, Original Power, Protect Country Alliance co-hosted
the second NT Climate Justice Forum.
The two-day forum in Alice Springs was attended by more than
100 participants, including representatives from Aboriginal
community-controlled organisations (including land councils,
health and legal services), mainstream community sector
organisations, environment groups, health professionals, all levels
of government, researchers, industry, funders and grassroots
community groups.
Funding provided by CANA enabled ECNT to sponsor three First
Nations delegates from remote communities to attend the
forum. The delegates represented NT communities on the
frontline of climate change impacts, who are already leading or
planning renewable energy projects in their regions.
The forum enabled organisations and community members to come
together to build connections, share knowledge, skills and stories, and
generate just solutions to the climate challenges facing communities
across the NT.
The forum resulted in a set of shared priorities for action on climate
justice in the NT, critical among these being to accelerate the
transition of diesel-reliant remote communities and homelands to
renewable energy, with projects designed to facilitate local capacity
building, jobs and ownership.

3

First Nations
delegates from
remote communities
sponsored to attend

100+
participants

6

priorities identified in
response to
challenges and
opportunities

Images: Climate Justice Forum Alice Springs

Working groups identified the priorities in response to the challenges and opportunities discussed.
These are outlined in the chart below.
Relationships forged at the forum have enabled new partnerships that are supporting the
progression of renewable energy projects in Territory communities.
The priorities identified at the forum have also been crucial to informing shared advocacy in the
lead-up to the NT election in August 2020, including the hugely successful Repower NT campaign
that contributed to the unprecedented bipartisan support achieved for renewable energy in the
NT, and the NT’s first ever set of climate justice asks.
Image: Breakdown of priorities identified
at Climate Justice Summit Alice Springs

Caring for
Country

Health

Clean Energy
Transition

Image: Climate Justice Forum Alice Springs

Emissions
Reduction

Water Security

Housing

COOLmob
Sustainable Apartments Program
COOLmob received a grant from City of Darwin Council
to engage 5 apartment buildings within Darwin to
participate in this program. Each building was
interested in energy efficiency and curious as to how
solar energy could be used by their building to offset
common area energy use.

A positive outcome of the project was knowledge
sharing and a built capacity within Darwin and
strata management companies about the
importance and economic benefits of energy
efficiency improvements.

Participating buildings are now able to take these
Each building received a full energy efficiency audit of reports to their body corporate meetings and
their common area energy use. Common area energy
share the findings with owners of units in the
uses included pool filter and pump, lifts, lighting,
building, demonstrating recommendations with a
electric gates, gyms, sensors/timers, air-conditioning of 2 year pay back that will increase the resilience of
hallways and lobbies, system backups and more. The
the building and decrease energy use.
audited report each building was provided with post
audit, detailed where and when the common area
Residents living in each building were made aware
energy use was being consumed in 15 minute intervals of the program through posters participants
as well as specific recommendations to decrease
placed around the building, pointing residents to
energy use that could be paid back within 2 years.
where they can find additional information on the
COOLmob website to decrease energy use in
Buildings with roof space suitable for solar, being 4 of
their own apartments.
the 5 buildings, were also provided advice as to what
size system would provide them with enough energy in The more importance Darwin Council and NT
the day to offset their energy needs. COOLmob
Government place on understanding your home
successfully collaborated with Jacana Energy and
or apartments’ energy use, the more efficient
Power and Water to obtain 15minute interval data and
Darwin will be. This program also highlighted the
billing data for each participating building for the past
importance of increased minimum energy
24 months. This was essential for our auditor to be able efficiency standards for apartment buildings in
to determine efficiency gains and understand where
the NT, applied via the National Construction
and when common area energy was being used.
Code.
Image: Sustainable Apartments Project, poster for participating buildings

Image: Sustainable Apartments Project, Salonika Street solar array

COOLmob

589
students

Waste Education Project

The COOLmob Waste Education Project, funded by the NT Government
and City of Darwin Council, was developed against the Australian
Curriculum and was delivered to years 2 to 4 in primary schools and
years 7 and 8 in middle schools in Darwin, Palmerston and Howard
Springs. The Project aimed to ensure students understand the
relationship between waste and the climate, and learn to interpret the
waste hierarchy in a school and home-life context. Under the Project,
two programs were developed, one for primary schools and one for
middle schools. The primary school program focused on soft plastics
and waste education in the home, and the middle school program
focused on circular economies, with students critically analysing the
local Darwin footprint by applying the circular economy framework.
The Project was extremely successful in connecting with schools to
ensure awareness of the program and achieved an excellent result of
uptake, going beyond the deliverables of the grant. The Project,
delivered to 589 students in 24 classes across 13 schools, was met
with excitement and a high level of interest from schools, but
unfortunately due to funding constraints was not able to deliver the
Project to all schools interested. The excellent feedback from teachers,
the current state of waste management in schools and the high demand
for continued delivery in schools demonstrates there is a need and
appetite for the program to receive continued funding.
100% of teachers were extremely or very satisfied when asked how
satisfied were you with the content, lesson plans, classroom activities,
waste audit and the way in which the COOLmob Officer delivered the
Project.

24
classes
13
schools
Very satisfied
11%

Extremely satisfied
89%

Image: Students at Good Shepherd School Palmerston, waste audit

COOLmob
Cool Communities Program

Coolmob Commercial

The COOLmob Cool Communities Project is funded
by the Australian Federal Government, and aims to
educate the Top End community around carbon
emissions and how as individuals and businesses we
are able to measure our carbon footprint, or in other
words the impact our daily habits and actions have
on the planet.

COOLmob Commercial is a business arm of
COOLmob that helps Northern Territory
businesses and institutions reduce their carbon
footprint via energy efficiency and renewable
energy projects that also reduce energy
expenditure. Our aim is to provide a costcompetitive consulting service to identify energy
saving solutions for sites within the NT.

This project has allowed COOLmob to update our
website, and will use interactive tools like carbon
footprint calculators, educational resources and
workshops to help the Top End community
understand how we can reduce our impact on the
planet and our carbon emissions.
Through partnering with schools in Greater Darwin,
City of Darwin Council, local Landcare groups and
other interested groups, this project will run tree
planting workshops to allow people to get involved
and active in planting locally suitable trees, greening
Darwin and ensuring that we have mature and
suitable trees in the future to keep our city green,
cool and more climate friendly. You really can't have
enough large trees and these take a long time to
mature!
Image: Open Native & Edible Garden event in Brinkin

Over the past year, COOLmob Commercial has
Darwin Entertainment Centre
Energy Audit Delivered 25th July 2019
Identified 40% energy savings for the site
Generated $1,420+GST revenue for Coolmob
Some initiatives have been implemented with
assistance from Hoogland Consult
CareFlight Hangar Darwin Energy
Audit: Proposed April 2020 and
subsequently engaged/delivered October
2020
Similar outcomes to above
Other interests in the COOLmob Commercial
program but not converted into work:
Arnhem Land Progress Association (ALPA) –
still discussing portfolio wide energy
management plan
YMCA NT – still discussing portfolio wide
energy management plan

Deckchair
Cinema
Fundraiser
On the first weekend in June, at the
lifting of the Covid-19 restrictions,
we held our annual Deckchiar
Cinema fundraiser in collaboration
with the United Nations Association
of Australia - NT Branch, screening
Peanut Butter Falcon which sold out
to a reduced capacity audience of
200.
ECNT volunteers got involved by cooking in the
kitchen and whipping up delicious cakes, slices
and bliss balls for our cake stall, which all sold
out! Thank you to all who donated a treat to sell
and to the volunteers who helped out on the
night.
Thank you to Hanuman Darwin who catered and
donated a portion of profits on the evening, and
to all our generous raffle prize donors including
Greenies Real Food, Territory Native Plants,
Hexagram Bees and Monica Tan.

Image: Bike giveaway from Blue Cycles

Territory
Guardians
Our monthly donation program, Territory Guardians is
an opportunity for the community to support the work
of ECNT. We rely on donors to ensure we can
influence elected representatives and bring the
community together to ensure positive environmental
outcomes. All donations over $2 are tax-deductible.
Currently we have 47 Territory Guardians and are
always grateful to sign more onto this program. We
raised $19,000 in the 2019/2020 year from our
generous Guardians.
Thanks to Blue Cycles, Coconut Grove, this year we
were donated a road bike worth $750 to help us
fundraise. Any Territory Guardian signed up by the
end of 2020 will go into the draw to win the bike and
the winner will be drawn at our end of year celebration
breakfast event.

Image: Fundrasier promo

Image: Shar Molloy and Di Koser at cakestall

Community Organising Fellowship
- Energy Efficiency
Sustainability Engagement Officer Lou De Mattia
received a fantastic opportunity to be part of the
2020 cohort of the Community Organising
Fellowship (COF).
COF is an exciting initiative that equips community
leaders and non-government organisations’ staff
with the skills they need to build community power
to influence decision-makers. Whilst the course was
meant to be held over three separate weeks in 2020
in-person, it was changed to suit Covid-19 and was
held as an online experience.

Lou chose the campaign 'Raising
minimum energy efficiency standards
for new and existing homes, and
commercial buildings in the NT'.
This course equipped participants with the skills to
research, develop, strategise and execute a holistic
and highly targeted campaign.
This in combination with COOLmob's involvement in
the national group, Healthy and Affordable Homes
Alliance, working together to raise minimum energy
efficiency standards across Australia, and as a
member of the Property Council NT Sustainability
Committee puts COOLmob in a strong position to
campaign on this topic in the NT.
In the lead up to the 2020 election, ECNT and
COOLmob advocated to the incoming Party elected
to build and recover for Energy Efficiency through:
Adopting NCC 2019 Section J, basic minimum
energy efficiency regulations for new
commercial buildings
Increasing minimum energy efficiency standards
for new and refurbished residential buildings to
at least 8 stars
Using the ACOSS Joint Proposal for Economic
Stimulus Healthy and Affordable homes to
stimulate the economy in the Covid-19 recovery
Ensuring AC units provided to social and
government housing are split system inverters,
not box A/Cs for efficiency and lower power bills

COOLmob and ECNT seek to use the campaign
ideas and strategy developed through the
attendance of our staff at the Community
Organising Fellowship to influence and strengthen
our advocacy on this issue in both the Covid-19
recovery and the lead up to the 2022 National
Construction Code review.
Advocacy and stakeholder engagement in
strengthening an alliance on this issue has already
begun with the NT Property Council Sustainability
Committee and those organisations part of the
Climate Justice Alliance.

Theory of change
Tactics to achieve change
Power mapping
Forces for the campaign
Forces against the campaign
Forming alliances
Running successful workshops
Creating inclusive campaigns
Creating diverse movemnets

Image: Exert from campaign planning

Stories from the field

Image: Warumungu Elder Norman Frank and Warlmanpa Elder
Christine Morton of Tennant Creek are calling for equitable access to
solar energy and solar jobs in their communities.

Written by Deborah Hall
Unstoppable Treks

Andy is an ECNT member who knew his
special skill is leading bush walks. He
wondered whether this might be his way
to add to ECNT’s funds while giving locals
an opportunity to deepen their
knowledge and appreciation of the bush.
Andy shared his idea with a committee
member who proposed it to the ECNT.
Shar and the committee liked the idea,
extended ECNT’s insurance and the Trio
of Treks was born.
Then COVID 19 forced a rethink of the
plans, all was not lost! With Lou de
Mattia’s able assistance the first of the
treks became an interactive webinar,
chaired by Andy and with a panel of local
experts including ‘retired’ botanist and
ECNT volunteer Dave Liddle.
In the midst of the COVID lock down
forty people were treated to a special
trip around Casuarina Coastal Reserve
with expert guides. The introduction to
the session was a meditation in the form
of a video of Casuarina Coastal Reserve’s
natural environment set to guitar music
by Nicholas Gouldhurst, another ECNT
volunteer.

Building ECNT’s Online Capacity
Years ago people would go to the ECNT’s office to find out
about campaigns and events. That’s no longer the case, now an
organisation’s website is its front door. In 2019 ECNT’s staff and
committee realised its website needed a major upgrade.
Shar researched the options and prepared a plan for re-building
the ECNT’s website using Nation Builder software. Nicole
Pietsch who had worked on some of Coolmob’s grants and for
the Arid Lands Environment Centre agreed to do the work and
Shar, Lou and members of the Management Committee
provided the content. Nicole then trained Shar, Lou and Monica
in how to maintain the site. The product of this collaboration is
now ‘live’ for all to see, an inviting window into the work of the
ECNT and its community of supporters. We thank the Curlew
Fund (subset of ACT) for their donation to support this project.

Since the lock down Andy has led two of
the Treks and has plans for more. The
treks have been well received as have
$940 of donations from the participants.
Andy, the Management Committee, Shar,
Lou, Dave, a panel of other local experts,
Nicholas Gouldhurst and ECNT
supporters came together to make this
possible.

Image: Fundrasier Trek in Casuarina

Call for a Climate Act
The Call for a Climate Act for the NT was an outcome of the
Climate Justice Alliance, and was developed with the
assistance of the Environment Defenders Office. The
Climate Justice Alliance led a campaign prior to the August
2020 NT election, calling on all parties to commit to, if
elected, introducing a Climate Change Act that legislates a
target of net zero emissions by 2050, in line with globally
agreed goals of the Paris Agreement.

Image: Repower NT Planning Day

The Northern Territory is facing some of Australia’s most
extreme climate impacts, but despite this we do not yet
have a robust legislative framework for climate action.
The recommendations for the Act included:
Explicitly recognise the value and expertise that Aboriginal people bring to deepening our
understanding of the impacts of and responses to climate change
Provide for legislated 5-yearly interim targets that set a clear pathway for emissions reduction
across all industries and sectors
Set clear objectives, binding principles, and the mechanisms by which climate considerations will be
embedded across government decision-making
Establish an independent expert NT Climate Advisory Council, with a central role for Indigenous
representatives
Embed the requirement for detailed regional adaptation planning based on detailed and up-to-date
understanding of the Territory’s exposure to climate change risks

Save East Point

Image: Friends enjoying East Point Reserve
Image: Facebook campaign post

In May 2020, East Point Nature Reserve was under
threat by the development of a proposed Throb day
and night club. ECNT partnered with Friends of East
Point to lead a short but mighty campaign advocating
that the club find a more suitable venue. The petition
collected media attention and over 2000 signatures in
three weeks, and resulted in the developers withdrawing
interest in the space, honouring the community's
wishes.
Key Concerns of the proposed development included:
negative impact on wildlife on the reserve and
horses from loud music, bright lights,
no consideration of the Larrakia people, the
traditional owners of this area
licensed clubs are prohibited in areas zoned PS
(Public Open Space)
alcohol at the venue and potential problems
resulting from this including the proximity to cliffs
loss of amenity for walkers, community clubs,
sporting groups and others who enjoy the quite
reserve space

Our strong
community
Climate Action Darwin
Established in 2009, Climate Action Darwin (CAD)
is a 1,000-strong grassroots community group.
CAD's mission is to create a safe climate for all.
They do this by supporting Darwin residents to
take action, advising on the transition to a zero
carbon economy in the Territory, and influencing
decision-makers. Over the past year, CAD had
been involved in:
All anti-fracking mobilisations
Global, National and local school climate strikes
Hosting a monthly picnic meet-up on different
topics
Ran Climate Emergency Rally which resulted in
City of Darwin declaring a Climate Emergency
Partnering with ECNT and Protect Country
Alliance in renewables over fracking arguments
and advocacy

Waste Free NT
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Parap

Waste Free NT is a volunteer led community group
supported by ECNT. Over the past two years, this
group were instrumental in achieving a single use
plastic ban at Darwin markets in the City of Darwin.
The goal in the year to come is to achieve similar
success at the Palmerston markets. The newly
created Wash Against Waste trailer can be seen in
action below at the November 2019 Darwin
International Laksa Festival.

Image: WFNT volunteers

Keep Top End Coasts Healthy
The great outdoors is the heart of our Top End
lifestyle. Nothing down south comes close to the
national parks, incredible coastline and tropical
seas we call home. In fact, we have some of the last
healthy tropical waters on the planet - with
mangroves, coral reefs and seagrasses, home to
turtles, dugongs, snubfin dolphins and huge schools
of reef fish.
The ECNT supports the work of Keep Top End
Coasts Healthy. Thanks to thousands of
Territorians, the Gunner Government developed a
10 year plan to manage and protect our Top End
coasts and seas.
In September 2019, the Territory’s first ever plan to
protect the Top End coasts was welcomed. The NT
Government released the NT Coastal and Marine
Management Strategy, delivering on one of their
most important election commitments.

Image: Champions for our coast film, Sylvia Nulpinditj,
Yolŋu leader, radio presenter, artist

Gamba Grassroots
Launched from a partnership between The Pew
Charitable Trusts and Environment Centre
Northern Territory (ECNT), Gamba Grass Roots is a
campaign to raise awareness of the threat posed
by gamba grass to our homes and communities,
our tourism sector and our unique Top End
landscape and wildlife.
Gamba Grass Roots tells stories of the landholders
who’ve had success on their properties, the good
work being done at the community level and the
programs which are helping in the fight against
gamba Territory-wide. They hold the spotlight on
what needs to be done and this involves calling for
more resources from the NT Government to help
fund the fight.
The NT Government's gamba action promises were
funded in the 2020/2021 Budget. That includes
$500,000 for this year's Gamba Army, plus more
funding for fire management, mapping, glypho and
landholder assistance.
Image: Protect Country Alliance Facebook post

Image: Fuel reduction burn at Hidden Valley

Protect Country Alliance
Formed in 2014, the NT Frack-free Alliance aims to
connect and amplify the voices of landholders,
communities and civil society groups concerned
about gas fracking proposals across the Northern
Territory.
The Alliance has provided a forum for sharing of
knowledge, skills and experience. It has provided an
opportunity for impacted regions to come together
to protect country and culture from fracking
gasfields.
So far, this group has seen the successful
cancellation of permits in national parks. Total
petroleum exploration acreage has decreased from
83% to 51% of the Territory landmass.

Image: Protect Country Alliance community action

Thousands of Territorians mobilised to take part in
the NT Fracking Inquiry. Over the past year, this
alliance has:
Lobbied decision-makers for a fracking ban
Conducted door to door surveys on fracking in
our communities
Engaged in deep community campaigning and
engagement across the Territory
Held actions at offices of politicians and
decision makers
Ran an anti-fracking election campaign
targeting all parties
Key organisers of Climate Strikes

Policy contributions

Image: Supporter Pete Bellach and his gate

ECNT is supported by the Northern Territory Government to provide policy submissions and advice. We
take this responsibility very seriously, as the projects we comment on are from all levels of government
and vary across many different topics and issues. Commenting on policy provides the community an
opportunity to be involved in local decision making, an important part of democracy.
ECNT are so lucky to have a group of highly skilled volunteers who put great amounts of effort and
technical skill into the submissions we submit. Thank you all of you for your contributions.
ECNT's submissions this year touched on the following topics:
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Partners and supporters
We're so lucky and grateful to work with such a diverse range of local and interstate partners and
supporters, ensuring the work we do is of high quality, impactful and embedded across the Territory via
wide communities and networks.
Environmental Defenders Office (NT)
Arid Lands Environment Centre (ALEC)
The Planning Action Network (PLan)
Climate Action Darwin
Waste Free NT
Australian Marine Conservation Society
PEW Charitable Trusts
Keep Top End Coasts Healthy
Lakeside Drive Community Garden
Charles Darwin University
Inspiring Australia (Inspired NT)
Lock the Gate Alliance
Protect Country Alliance
Frack Free NT
Northern Territory Government
City of Darwin
City of Palmerston
Landcare NT
Territory Natural Resource Management
Australian Conservation Foundation
Greenies Real Food
Lucky Bat
Country Solar
Beyond Zero Emissions
Deckchair Cinema
United Nations Association of Australia NT Branch
The NT General Store

The Top End Native Plant Society
Darwin Wildlife Sanctury
Gamba Grass Roots
Northern Territory Council of Social Service (NTCOSS)
Jesuit Social Services
GULP NT
The Mulch Pit Community Garden
Smart Energy NT
Seed Indigenous Youth Climate Network
Seven Emu Station
The Wilderness Society
Clean Living in the Tropics
Original Power
Territory Wildlife Park
Off The Leash
The Alternative Technology Association
NG Photographics Good Feather Productions
Mullum Trust
Purves Environmental Fund
Lenko Family Foundation
Melliodora and Curlew Fund (Subfunds of the Australian
Community Foundation)
Communities Environment Program
NT Government
City of Darwin
World Wide Fund for Nature Australia

2019/2020 staff
Core staff
Director - Shar Molloy
Repower NT Manager - Monica Tan
Sustainability Engagement Officer - Lou De Mattia
Michael Brand - COOLmob contractor
Matt Hoogland - COOLmob Commercial contractor
Volunteers
A special thank you to all our amazing and
dedicated volunteers who show up at events,
helped with election campaigning and letterbox
dropping, run markets stalls, complete data entry,
draft policy responses and more...
We wouldn’t have been to deliver on our goals
without you.

Management Committee
Convenor - Deborah Hall
Public Officer - Dominic Nicholls
Treasurer - Robby McKenzie
Secretary - Lisa Howat
General Member - Max Atkinson
General Member - Georgie McGee
General Member - Louise Harrison
General Member - Sue McKinnon
General Member - Tom McCrie
General Member - Michael Fonda

ECNT welcomes new Co-Director
On 2 November 2020, Deb Hall, Convenor of The
Environment Centre NT (ECNT) was excited to
announce that Kirsty Howey will be joining Shar
Molloy as Co-Director. ‘Leadership of the ECNT
by these two accomplished women will take the
organisation and the Territory to the next level of
effective environmental advocacy,’ she said.

Shar Molloy says: “I am delighted to welcome
Kirsty on board as Co-Director. Her skills will
be invaluable to ECNT for responding to the
significant environmental challenges we face in
the Northern Territory on major issues like
water law and policy, mining and gas regulation,
and climate change.”

Kirsty Howey comes to ECNT with over 15 years
of experience in environmental law, research and
practice in the Northern Territory. She was a
native title, land rights and environmental lawyer
for over a decade, including acting as instructing
solicitor for traditional owners in landmark legal
proceedings challenging the approvals of
McArthur River Mine. She has recently submitted
a PhD thesis at the University of Sydney
investigating the intersection between Indigenous
institutions, the environment, the state and
development in northern Australia, and has
published widely in these areas. She was a board
member of the Environmental Defenders’ Office
(NT) from 2013 to 2019, including three terms as
Chair.

Kirsty Howey says: “We are at a major
crossroads in the Northern Territory, with
renewed pressure for large scale extractive
development amid the unfolding ecological
crisis caused by climate change. I am excited
about contributing to ECNT’s policy, research
and law reform capacity and impact, including
ensuring that all government decisions
affecting our unique environment are
appropriately scrutinised and evidence-based.”
Shar and Kirsty look forward to engaging with
the community, government and industry to
achieve the Environment Centre’s Vision of
‘Thriving nature and a sustainable future for all
Territorians’.

The year ahead for ECNT
From Kirsty Howey and Shar Molloy

In August 2020, Michael Gunner’s Labor Government
was re-elected amidst an economic downturn
worsened by the COVID-19 pandemic. While Labor
campaigned on a reasonably strong environmental
platform - including commitments to zero-net
emissions by 2050, environmental and mining
regulatory reform, and a Territory-wide water
security strategy – these promises have been
tempered somewhat by renewed political rhetoric to
develop the Territory out of its financial doldrums, at
any cost. The Gunner Government is still pushing
ahead with its plans to develop the fracking industry
in the Beetaloo Basin, which will add approximately
5% to Australia’s greenhouse gas emissions. The
development of this industry is completely
incompatible with the Government’s asserted policy
of achieving zero net emissions by 2050.
ECNT is heartened to see a strong renewables focus
within the Territory Economic Reconstruction
Commission (TERC), established by the Gunner
Government to “rebound” the NT’s economy from the
effects of COVID-19. However, we are also troubled
by the heavy reliance in the TERC’s interim report on
environmentally damaging extractive industries such
as gas and agribusiness (including cotton) as well as
promises to slash regulation. As the Territory
recovers from two of the worst wet seasons on
record, in the midst of rising temperatures and
pressure on water resources due to the impacts of
climate change, there has never been a more
important time to take action to protect the
Territory’s unique environment for current and future
generations.
To this end, ECNT will strategically focus its work on
five key themes over the next twelve months:
Climate and energy futures;
Biodiverse futures;
Water futures;
Mining and regulatory reform; and
Sustainable living in the tropics.
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Climate and energy futures
ECNT will continue on the goodwill and impact
of its Repower NT campaign to achieve a zero
net emissions economy for the Territory as
soon as possible, and to facilitate the Territory’s
potential to become a renewable energy
superpower. Nowhere in Australia is better
placed to capitalise on the potential of this
industry. ECNT will continue its advocacy for a
Climate Change Act to embed consideration of
climate change in all government decisionmaking and legislate specific targets for
Territory carbon emissions across all sectors.
ECNT opposes the establishment of any new
gas fields in the Northern Territory, including on
the basis that Australia may not be able to
meet its obligations under the Paris Climate
Agreement if the onshore gas fracking industry
is entrenched. This work will occur strategically
and in collaboration with other environmental
organisations and communities.
We will continue to apply pressure regarding
the failure of the Northern Territory to secure
the required offset in net emissions from the
proposed Beetaloo Basin gas development, to
hold the government to account regarding the
implementation of the Pepper Inquiry’s
recommended suite of regulatory reforms, and
to scrutinise the environmental, cultural and
social baselines that are essential to underpin
and understand the impacts of the proposed
industry.
ECNT will also continue to build on the
momentum of the new climate justice coalition
of Territory organisations, including by
mobilising for just economic futures, and
advocating for water and energy justice for
Aboriginal communities across the Territory.

Mining &
regulatory
reform

Sustainable
living
in the
tropics

Biodiverse futures

Mining and environmental regulatory reform

Land clearing and large-scale water extraction
from the proposed cotton industry – as well as
other proposed agribusiness initiatives across
the breadth of the Territory - threatens the
Territory’s environment on multiple scales. The
fragmented and piecemeal regulatory system
currently in place in the Territory will facilitate
the advance of this industry with little scrutiny or
oversight. Indeed, the Territory has the weakest
land clearing laws in the country. ECNT will be
actively campaigning to protect our savannas,
rivers, and groundwater from these threats,
including mobilising support for new biodiversity
conservation and land management legislation.
We will also continue our advocacy for stronger
Commonwealth biodiversity laws.

The Territory has some of the weakest mining laws
in the country, with a wasteland of legacy mines
tarnishing our landscape, and sub-standard
environmental management at current mines
(including McArthur River Mine). ECNT will work to
hold the Gunner Government to account over its
promises to reform mining and environmental
laws (including by folding the Mining Management
Act into the new Environment Protection Act, and
to overhaul the Waste Management and Pollution
Control Act). These reforms must be achieved
within this term of government. ECNT will also be
working collaboratively with other environmental
and traditional owner organisations regarding the
closure and rehabilitation of Ranger Uranium Mine.

Water futures
Water security for all will be a core reform focus
for ECNT in the year ahead. ECNT is concerned
that large scale industries such as cotton,
agribusiness and gas will put our most precious
resource at risk, threatening the viability of all life
in the Territory. Of particular concern to ECNT is
the fact that these valuable rights to water are
currently given to commercial interests for free
by the Northern Territory Government, with the
potential for licence holders to trade this public
good at a profit with no return to Territorians.
ECNT will continue its campaign to protect our
rivers from the threats of cotton, and will be
advocating strongly for better water laws,
including to require proponents to pay for water
licences, achieving a ban on the harvesting of
surface water for agribusiness, and ensuring
stronger compliance and enforcement of the
laws that do exist. In support of other
organisations, including the four Territory land
councils, ECNT is also calling for safe drinking
water legislation to ensure that minimum
standards of supply and quality are maintained
wherever people live in the Territory.

Sustainable living in the tropics
ECNT will continue to foster our grassroots work
to ensure that the Territory’s future is sustainable.
This includes our COOLmob work on sustainable
tropic design, energy efficiency, and a new native
tree planting initiative across Darwin schools.
ECNT is also working on a food security strategy
focusing on the importance of locally grown
produce to educate and inform government and
stakeholders about the critical importance of this
issue for the Territory’s future. ECNT’s innovative
and exciting program of workshops and seminars
on these topics will continue apace.
It will be a busy year, but we are more than ready
for the challenge. We look forward to your
continued support as we work towards our goal of
a thriving environment for all Territorians.

Message from our Treasurer
Robby McKenzie

Wow, the last twelve months have been epic,
with COVID-19 spreading across the globe, the
NT election and a global awaking around
climate change and human equality. With all
this going on the ECNT has continued to push
forward with giving a voice to the Northern
Territory community on environmental issues.
Yet again we have had amazing support from
the community that has enabled us to push
for strong environmental protections across
the NT. As I have mentioned in the past Notfor-Profit organisations like us rely on a lot of
things to maintain financial sustainability, and
the hard work that the team have done this
year has continued to push us into a solid
position for the future.
We finished the 2019/2020 financial year in
the best position we have been in for the last
few years. Our overall surplus was up over
$135,000 from last year to $265,000. This will
help to give us greater strength and flexibility
moving forward to campaign and advocate for
positive environmental policies and causes
across the NT.

We continue to look for ways to be more selfsufficient in an ever-changing political environment.
We are aware that we can’t always rely on
Government grants to be available, so we have put
some money aside to ensure that we continue to
maintain a viable organisation and achieve our
goals. But we also have the ability to be reactive to
any challenges that come before us, thanks to
Shar’s good work with balancing the budget over
the last 12 months.
I would like to say a huge thank you to the following
organisations for their support, grants and
donations over the last twelve months:
Mullum Trust
Purves Environmental Fund
Lenko Family Foundation
Melliodora and Curlew Fund (Subfunds of the
Australian Community Foundation)
Communities Environment Program (Federal
Government Grant)
NT Government – Policy Officer Grant
City of Darwin – Community Grant
Finally, a big thank you to our Territory Guardians
and other regular donors. Without your support
Shar and the team would not be able to accomplish
what they do.
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Income 2019/2020
Donations
Fundraising, Events, Sponsorship, Fees for service
Gov Rebates, other income
Grant Income
Membership & Merch Income
Rental Income
Unexpended Project Balances b/fwd

$359,420
$21,036
$78,323
$127,895
$13,490
$45,989
$63,127

Total

$709,280 100%

Expenses 2019/2020
Accounting, Finance & Dep'n
Advertising & Project Costs
Insurance & Utilities & IT
Wages & Super
Consultants
Rent

$20,581
$55,090
$48,517
$257,217
$26,935
$35,400

Total

$443,740 100%
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